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Abstract 

This paper presents an computational method (software MathCAD) used to calculate the dimensions for an 
food industry equipment, when it is knower the inside diameter, inside pressure, work temperature and capacity of the 
analyzed equipment. 
Using this method it is obtained a data bases about the dimensions necessary to design and, after that, to optimization 
the form of equipment (pressure vessel). 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

The food industry equipments are used for keeping 
and conservation the different fluid, solid or gas 
substances, and for technological purposes. 

The pressure vessels are hermetical closed 
and working pressured (figure 1). 
The component elements of pressure vessels must 
be designed and executed for resist to their strains 
(pressure, temperature) during the functioning. 
 In the same time, during the functioning, 
the pressure vessel must be hermetical closed, and 
must keep the shape.  
The tension-cracking or breaking of the pressure 
vessel it is very dangerous for the environment 
(room and workers). For this reason it is necessary 
a big attention for all steps to realized the pressure 

vessel, from conception and designed calculus to 
construction, pressure test, transportation, 
assemblage, functioning and periodical checking. 

Assuming the resistance conditions, the gas proof 
ness and the rigidity of the pressure vessel, can say 
that the food equipment is economical realized and 

safe in functioning.                                               

Figure 1. The pressure vessel 
 

Figure 2. The pressure vessel (main section) 

 

2. THE DESIGN THEME 
 
This paper presents the utilization of some 

software’s (Mathcad, 
SolidWorks) for design a   

limit of material flow at the working temperature  c 

breaking limit of the material at 20 degrees centigrade r20 
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pressure vessel used in food industry, beginning to 
the proposed theme: 

Make the technical documentation for the 

design of a pressure vessel with slim walls, having 

filler inlet-outlet, and helix mixer. The pressure 

vessel is making by weld shell rings and is used to 

processing the food; it is know: 

 the internal pressure: p 

 working temperature: T 

 the internal diameter: Di 

 the volume of the pressure vessel: Vrec 

 the material of the pressure vessel: K47 

 
3. EVALUATION OF THE DESIGN 
PARAMETERS 
 
Beginning to the initial dates from the proposed 

theme, using the Mathcad software, it is 

determinate the values of the design parameters; 

these values are necessary to representation the 

pressure vessel, using the SolidWorks software. 

 

c 254
N

mm
2

  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Cc         safety coefficient  

   C      safety coefficient  r 

the internal diameter of the recipient Di 

Calculus of the design parameters 

Dates: 

Di 1400mm   1  

p 25 10 1
N

mm
2

  

r200 464
N

mm
2

  
Cr 2.4  Cc 1.5Vrec 4.5 109 mm

3
where  

  

r20 500
N

mm
2

  

working  t  emperature: T = 200 degrees centigrade material of the pressure vessel: K 47 
 coefficient of the weld resistance 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The design of some equipment necessary to the 

food industry for preparation and conservation 

the food, assume some calculus more or less 

difficult, function of their complexity. 
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 Thus, it is obtained the necessary dimensions 

for representation of the equipment shape. 

 Utilization of some software’s 

(Mathcad) can permit the limitation for the 

time calculus, because: 

 it is introduced in the program the 

general formulas for calculus and 

checking the design dimensions of 

equipment; 

 it is calculate automatically the 

equipment dimensions, after 

introducing the initial dates. 

The calculate dimensions can be 

automatically introduced into a data basis from 

a design software (SolidWorks) where can 

obtained (using the specifically commands) the 

constructive shape of the equipment. 
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